ABSTRACT Nowadays, industrial robot applications are required to customize the manufacturing of diverse products to reduce both downtime and standoff variability. The two methods for robot programming are regularly implemented to carry out that goal. The first one, online programming, requires a specialized operator to guide the robot through desired poses, and the quality of the result is directly limited by his skill level. On the other side, off-line programming uses software packaging to simulate robot applications before their implementation. It reduces downtime with respect to online programming but requires additional calibration steps. In this paper, a novel procedure is presented to obtain accurate surface approximations by combining linear interpolations generated during online programming with a triangulated surface reconstruction of a workpiece surface representation. The method uses a point cloud instead of a predefined mesh to reduce the standoff variability between the robotic tool center point and the surface. Additionally, a technique based on a penalized least squares method was implemented to smooth the trajectory, including position and orientation. The proposed methodology was validated with three well-known case studies involving real trajectories, with simulations in MATLAB and RobotStudio, as well as by experimentation with an industrial ABB robot. The quality of the results demonstrates a great efficiency of this method for path generation based on surface reconstruction.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many robotic applications perform tasks that include pattern tracking, wherein it is critical to reduce the standoff variability between the workpiece surface and the robotic Tool Center Point (TCP), as well as the downtime originated by the required programming with pendant [1] - [4] . There are two ways for programming industrial robots to accomplish these tasks. The first one is online programming, that involves techniques such as the lead-through method performed by an operator guiding the robot through every desired pose. However, the lead-through programming presents critical drawbacks such as human exposure to hostile environments
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and motion taught at the human's skill level in the best of the cases [1] . For instance, robots for automotive painting are commonly programmed to produce coverage patterns considering a constant speed [5] , wherein some bottlenecks may occur by cause of the time spent by the programmer to reduce the standoff variability from previous manually recorded poses depending mainly on the complexity of the workpiece surface. An alternative methodology, Off-Line Programming (OLP), solves those deficiencies and offers additional benefits. The OLP approach is widely applied for large-production volumes using 3D CAD models to represent workpieces. The operator does not require the use of real robots for simulation, reducing downtime since robots can develop other tasks before any modification. OLP has disadvantages as well, such as the calibration process required before implementation, or the high cost of robotic packages that makes it unaffordable for Small and Medium Enterprises, SME [4] . Generally, this approach uses Mesh Following Techniques (MFT), working with mesh CAD models to get an approximation of the workpiece surface [2] . In this sense, tessellated CAD models are widely applied, using mesh surfaces represented as polygons. As a difference to tessellated models, the XYZ format uniquely represents a set of data points over an external surface. It offers an alternative method to reconstruct workpiece surfaces without requiring the declaration of vertices, facets, or facet normals.
Mathematical applications such as GridFit [6] have been developed as free-form surface approximants, fitting the surfaces from scattered data. This application makes a tradeoff between stiffness and a spring constant that allows trajectory tracking over bumps and hollows. For each node that conforms a free-form surface, GridFit obtains the first partial derivatives of such surface in neighboring cells, trying to equal them together, while the second partial derivatives are forced to zero by the Laplacian method; however, GridFit has no a specific method to determine the polynomial order. Industrial packages, such as FASTSURF, [3] implement an optimized scan strategy within a CAD environment wherein they perform Non-Destructive Examinations (NDE) via OLP in the native robot programming environment. Nevertheless, the NDE teaching requires a skilled programmer and involves more steps from simulation to final practice. Other developments [7] - [9] need additional hardware, with robots tracking trajectories on complex surfaces combining concepts of geodesic mapping, image segmentation, scalar function minimization and the distribution of points by laser, using an approximated local surface equation. However, these developments are limited by the complexity of both the surface and the elements surrounding the workpiece.
In recent MFT works, OLP is used to reduce the standoff variability between the surface and the TCP. In [10] and [11] , an OLP methodology with tessellated surfaces was integrated into a Graphical User Interface (GUI) wherein command packets of coordinates are obtained and sent in real time from an external computer to the robot controller. Results show a maximum position error of 2.7 mm, with a linear velocity of 300 mm/s. MFTs are also proposed for applications such as NDE and painting, using a triangulated surface approximation [11] , [12] , wherein an incremental trajectory is generated by dividing the surface into different sections, with surface section points and surface-section normals requiring a change in the origin of the part model and the calculation of centroids for every facet. The chosen polygons are sorted to compare their areas with the total area covered by a specific neighboring radius of the traversed trajectories. The triangles from a pre-selected surface section are sorted again, in a scheme in which the final trajectory must be smoothed. This idea is based in that it is possible to find a tessellated CAD model that exactly defines the workpiece surface by polygons. The standoff variability reported in [11] has an average value of 0.02 mm and 0.05 mm for two different experimentations.
A wide range of robotic processes involves tasks derived from OLP [3] , [10] , [11] which require additional steps for inspection and calibration before and after the final product is reached. On the other hand, online programming is dependent on manual teaching methods which are error prone, skill dependent and time consuming, thus resulting in lower accuracy, incompatibility with parallel robot work, and downtime, among others [2] , [4] .
In this paper, a procedure to obtain accurate surface approximations from the original linear interpolation is presented, reducing the standoff variability and the number of poses manually programmed using a pendant. Additionally, a technique based on a penalized least squares method was implemented to generate a smoother trajectory including position and orientation. The proposed procedure does not depend on a predefined regular mesh for representing the workpiece surface. Instead, it implements a novel approach with point clouds for generating a triangulated surface representation where the original paths have been traversed, rather than representing the whole surface with polygons. It works with the basic positioning coordinates without requiring supplementary information on the tessellated surfaces or a delimitation of the surface boundaries. No additional devices such as lasers, distance sensors, or cameras are required to carry out this task.
For the sake of verifying the efficiency of the proposed technique, it was tested both with a simulation and an experimentation using a real industrial robot arm, an ABB IRB 1600-7/1.45 type A. Results show that the error with respect to the standoff distance is similar to other implementations that require more steps and/or more sophisticated 3D formats for surface reconstruction. The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 2 presents a generalized explanation of the proposed procedure for optimizing manually recorded trajectories, while in Section 3, three different well-known case studies and their experimental results are discussed. Finally, Section 4 includes the conclusions and future work.
II. RESEARCH METHOD
The proposed methodology is detailed with an example using the ABB robot shown in Fig. 1 , in a MATLAB R simulation including a workpiece. As in [10] and [11] , the surface considered has to be surjective, defining that f : X → Y is a surjective function in a two dimensional space (considering X and Y as codomains of x and y) if and only if for every y in Y , there is at least one x in X such that f (x) = y is valid [13] , [14] . The definition can be extended to a threedimensional space if every z in the codomain Z has a corresponding x-y couple such that z = f (x, y). On the other side, if exists an x-y couple mapped to different elements of the z parameter in the codomain Z , then it is possible to define that the function is non-surjective.
In conventional online programming, poses are used to generate linear interpolations by grouping them in pairs. This allows to translate and reorient the TCP from one pose to another, finding the shortest path between them [15] , [16] . Expressions (1) and (2) are especially useful, since they facilitate to the programmer the recording of poses with respect to a specific TCP. They represent the format by characterizing a TCP pose with the sub-index f , and their orientation by three parameters known as Euler angles, α i z , β i y , and γ i x , corresponding to the rotation about the Z, Y, and X axis, respectively [16] . Poses can be represented as in Expression (3), after they are sorted in a range including the first n poses to create a complete trajectory. Their respective linear interpolations are used as a reference to obtain the optimized trajectory.
The objective of the presented procedure is to generate optimized trajectories. It uses manually recorded poses and point cloud data as a reference of the workpiece surface, reducing the standoff variability between the workpiece and the robotic TCP. Every pair of consecutive recorded poses, ξ i and ξ i+1 , is taken from the robot editor, with all their possible transitions previously generated by linear interpolations [15] . They are used in conjunction with the point cloud data constituted by XYZ coordinates that can be extracted from most CAD formats or 3D scanners (see Fig. 2 ). Any transition in the range ξ i ≤ o * ≤ ξ i+1 is represented by o * , corresponding to a motion between two positions. It is used to find the optimized trajectory that follows the surface. For this task, it is necessary to represent o * as in Expression (4): A common way to carry out motion between pairs of positions is as in [15] . The motion corresponds to one translation and two rotation matrices aligning the TCP in its final direction and controlling its orientation about its tool axis. The ordered multiplication of the three matrices is represented as the drive transform, that corresponds to the transition in the interval [ξ i , ξ i+1 ]. Both the translation and the two rotations are proportional to h = t/T , defining that : [t ∈ R : 0 ≤ t ≤ T ], with T as the total time for the move.
There is an additional parameter d ss that depends on the task and the desired accuracy, in charge of keeping a constant distance between every transition (see Fig. 3 ). Tiny point intervals lead to a time increase in machining processes, whereas longer distances generate a rougher surface [17] . The key factor of the robotic spray painting in [18] is the declaration of a constant corresponding to the overlap between two circles that represent painting paths, and this distance is directly proportional to d ss . Two limitations should be VOLUME 7, 2019 considered when using this approach. First, the final robot joint must be rotational due to the matrix multiplication in the drive transform. This criterion is not relevant for the industrial robots used in the paper since they have a six rotational joint configuration. However, the proposed method implementation in other robot configurations could be an issue.
Another drawback is concerning about d ss . Assuming that a continuous trajectory is integrated by the sequence ξ i , ξ i+1 , ξ i+2 , . . . , the time metric implemented in h for each couple of poses will determine every transition o * between ξ i and ξ i+1 . Nevertheless, this approach does not consider whether the straight line between ξ i and ξ i+1 is short or long, compared with other couples of poses. Since the end-detail trajectory also depends on d ss , it is required another modification for relating that distance with the sum of all distances conforming a continuous path P AB . For that reason, the modification indicated in Expression (5) is proposed, where t inc corresponds to normalized increments from 0 to 1, the normalized time interval ϒ represents all possible transitions between ξ i and ξ i+1 , and t is a real number in the interval [0, 1].
As it was mentioned, the point cloud represents the surface with respect to a specific coordinate system. If the outer surface of the workpiece is represented as a Cartesian point grid, then it is possible to associate the minimal distance ϕ between adjacent points integrating the surface with the mean absolute error during experimentation (see Fig. 4 ). Scattered data is frequently found in applications involving 3D scanners and CAD models and can be applied to optimize manuallyrecorded toolpaths. However, the distances between neighboring points are not symmetrical, producing part detail variability.
Taking o * as an initial parameter, it is possible to displace its position on the Z -coordinate z * f to the workpiece surface z opt w , by the implementation of a three-point surface reconstruction. Equations (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) show how these points are constituted. Depending on the reference frame used for the implementation, each of these points is selected from the point cloud conforming the Data Base Workpiece (DBW) [19] , [20] . Every element is sorted until finding the three closest points of the surface with respect to every transition of o * [21] . In this case, a fixed reference frame attached to the base of the robot was considered. Every element of DBW is analyzed with respect to a constant radius ζ , to reduce the list of candidates for the three closest points, verifying that there is no scattered data where the trajectory needs to be traversed (see Figure 5 ). 
For ω = 3: [22] . It generates a non-approximated plane of the workpiece surface for that specific pose, considering P = DBW 1 , Q = DBW 2 , and R = DBW 3 , as shown in Fig. 6 . Then, vectors a and b can be obtained as the differences Q − P and R − P, respectively, described in Expressions (11) and (12) . Thus, the normal vector is calculated with respect to the surface η, as the cross product. This idea is based on that it is possible FIGURE 6. Plane declaration of the workpiece surface using the closest points of o * (P, Q, and R).
to find a representation defining the workpiece surface by polygons [10] , [11] . It implies that all the points in that facet have the same normal (see Equation (13)), to establish a general equation that defines any coordinate formed by the plane that intersects P, Q, and R [23] . Fig. 7 includes a plane in blue, which exactly intersects the corresponding triangular facet in gray belonging to the workpiece surface and comprised by the chosen points of DBW j . This plane is obtained by substituting any couple of XY coordinates (x * f , y * f ) in Expression (14) , considering that P is composed by the elements x 1 w , y 1 w , and z 1 w .
A new vector defined by Expression (15) corresponds to every optimized pose that integrates the new toolpath, (see Fig. (8) ) and its intersection to the plane is bounded by the coordinates P, Q, and R. Usually, the workpiece surface is represented as scattered points which may contain outliers, producing a deficient representation. In that case, as well as when the scanning is deficient (with steep slopes or missing points), it is advisable to use a smoothing technique to avoid discontinuities. Smoothing techniques permit the modification of the optimized poses, to obtain new ones and discriminate relatively slow changes based on the close matching of the corresponding trajectories. This task is carried out by an algorithm based on a penalized least squares method widely used in other research fields such as image processing and audio compression. It smooths multi-dimensional data by the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and the Inverse Discrete Cosine Transform (IDCT) (see Fig. 9 ). A real positive scalar parameter s controls the degree of smoothing, and it is tuned by the method of Generalized Cross Validation (GCV) [24] .
Once the trajectory is smoothed, it can be displaced along the Z axis of its corresponding coordinate frame, by adding a constant value to every element ofz opt w . It keeps a constant VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 9. Implementation of additional smoothness. standoff distance between the workpiece surface and the desired TCP (see Fig. 10 ). Fig. 11 includes the complete description of the proposed procedure for trajectory optimization, divided in four main steps: 1) manual recording of the initial poses, ξ 1,...,n (line 1); 2) workpiece declaration using point cloud data (line 2); 3) generation of the optimized trajectory (lines 3-26); 4) smoothing of the final path (line 27). Two additional steps are included for the simulation and experimentation stages: 5) simulation of the robot kinematics (line 28); 6) conversion of the Matlab R code into RAPID R for experimentation (line 29), the high-level language used by ABB robots.
A. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED METHOD

III. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS A. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CASE STUDY
Three different trajectories were optimized and tested in an industrial robot as a case study, with a constant orientation for every pose as [Ez = 90, Ey = 180, Ex = 0]. Trajectory No. 1 presents a variable distance in the Z axis, (see Table 1 ). This is a very common case when the path is manually recorded by online programming.
Diverse applications such as painting or NDE typically require raster and spiral path patterns implemented in continuous and discontinuous material deposition [2] . An alternative way for declaring these trajectories in a robot is by absolute and/or relative coordinates; this implementation is useful when the symmetry of the workpiece is simple, and the programmer is able to know the positioning of every pose. However, when the symmetry is complex it is difficult for the programmer to record accurate paths since it depends on his personal skill level. For complex cases, the procedure can simplify the path recording by referencing only the XY coordinates and keeping constant the third parameter, allowing the algorithm to adjust the respective standoff distance. Trajectory No. 2 represents a bi-dimensional zigzag to evaluate the procedure performance for processing trajectories with repetitive sharp corners. Table 2 shows the manually recorded poses programmed by the coordinates that conform such trajectory. Trajectory No. 3 presents a closed path similar to trajectory No. 1, but excluding the sharp corners and keeping constant the third positioning parameter. This kind of trajectories are widely implemented in multiple applications. Its main purpose is to move the robotic end-effector as close as posible from one transition pose to another without stopping. For this case, the path was characterized by the fourty one points registered in Table 3 . The experimental phase for the proposed procedure was carried out for the three trajectories, using the ABB robot IRB1600-7/1.45 type A shown in Figs. 12 and 13.
The desired standoff distance is constant(χ = 50mm), and both the mesh distance (ϕ) and the linear velocity (υ) of the TCP were variable, to evaluate the standoff variability. To test the procedure performance, the optimized trajectories tracked by the robot were compared to the exact Cartesian representation of the surface, expressed by Equation (16) . A GUI application programmed in Matlab R , (see Fig. 12 ) was developed for implementing the proposed procedure, and simultaneously simulating the obtained results. The application includes a post-processor to convert the new optimized poses into RAPID code. The manually recorded trajectories are optimized, showing the possible elbowconfigurations and generating a program file loaded via Universal Serial Bus (USB) to the robot controller during experimentation.
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The resulting optimized trajectories are included in Tables 4-7 . In the first experimentation, the linear velocity υ was kept constant at 20 mm/s, varying the symmetric distance ϕ between the mesh points that conform the workpiece, with values of 0.02 m, 0.01 m, and 0.005 m. As in [10] and [11] , the experimentation was given by calculating the positional error as the distance between the desired robotic TCP and the poses measured by the robot resolvers and/or encoders, (see Fig. 14) . The best, worst, and average solutions, with the corresponding Standard Deviation σ are shown in Table 4 .
An additional result to analyze in experimentation No. 1 is shown in Table 5 . Although the corresponding technique Table 1, 2 and 3. only optimizes the Z axis parameter, an error in the XY axis is present in the final error positioning, which is attributed to external factors, such as low precision caused by serial configuration, low structural rigidity, and gear backlash [25] . The last column of Table 5 shows the average of the individual Mean Absolute Error (MAE) for the XYZ coordinates, as it is regularly reported in literature.
In the second experimentation, ϕ was kept constant as 0.005m, while the linear velocity corresponding to the TCP was evaluated with υ values of 20 mm/s, 100 mm/s and 300 mm/s. The linear velocity is a parameter controlled by industrial robots depending on the complexity of the workpiece surface in diverse applications [5] ; wherein it is kept constant instead of varying it. The results for the proposed procedure are included in Table 6 , showing competitive results with respect to other methodologies [10] , [11] . As in the case described in [10] , [11] , [25] , and [26] , it was proven that higher speeds increase the average error because of inertial effects, low structural rigidity, and gear backlash.
In the third experimentation, the standoff variability was tested by comparing its results to the commercial software RobotStudio R , with a constant linear velocity of υ = 300mm/s, for the three different trajectories (see Table 7 ). Results show that MAE values are similar for paths 1 and 3, whereas the MAE of the second trajectory is better than in the RobotStudio R simulation, thus indicating the quality of the results generated by the proposed procedure.
In the three case studies, all poses were manually recorded. In the first case, the five poses of Table 1 were originally considered to create the enclosed square of trajectory No. 1 (see Figure 10) . After applying the proposed procedure, the final number of poses automatically executed in the real robot was 307 for the optimized trajectory (see Figure 14a ). It produces a much more defined trajectory than the original transition between poses, taking into consideration ϕ andd ss . Consequently, it reduces the time that the programmer spends in recalculating and trying new trajectories. Likewise, for the second trajectory the number of points was increased from 14 to 273, and in the third case study from 41 to 353. Similar experimentations where carried out in [10] and [11] reporting a maximum position error of 2.7 mm and an average error of 0.02 mm and 0.05 mm at a linear velocity of 300 mm/s. The results obtained in the present development have an average error of 0.02 mm, 0.05 mm, and 0.01 mm with a maximum error of 0.18 mm, 0.26 mm, and 0.13mm. As can be seen, the results surpassed the values reported in literature, reducing the maximum error considerably.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this document, a novel procedure to generate robotic trajectories and simultaneously reducing the standoff variability between the workpiece and the TCP of a robotic arm is presented. It is done without requiring an additional approximation for the surface reconstruction of the workpiece. The procedure takes as a reference three points of its corresponding point cloud data for every transition that conform the recorded trajectories without the need to delimitate the edges of the workpiece surface and the hollows that are contained within it. Additionally, this methodology reduces the exhaustive point-to-point programming work required, especially for large workpieces. Three different trajectories were implemented over the same workpiece for testing the proposed procedure; wherein a spline technique for producing smoother trajectories without discontinuities was implemented. The procedure was validated by simulation and experimentation on a real ABB robot, comparing their results with a commercial robotic package. A competitive standoff variability was obtained with an easier and straightforward implementation, in comparison to recent developments in literature. The flexibility of the proposed methodology allowed the creation of a post-processor to generate the files for the optimized trajectories in real experimentation. It facilitates the VOLUME 7, 2019 generation of longer free-form trajectory approximations starting from linear interpolations, with no integration of additional appliances nor equipment to the robot. Proposed future work includes virtual reality implementation in combination with the presented methodology to optimize trajectories via interactive simulation. Additionally, this procedure could be embedded in a robot controller to work outside of an OLP environment, automatizing its execution. degree in mechanical engineering from ESIME ZACATENCO, IPN, where he is currently a Professor with SEPI-ESIME-Azcapotzalco, belonging to the Research Group in mechanical elements design. His research interests include bioengineering, prosthetics and orthotics design, and the structural analysis of organic tissues and inert materials. VOLUME 7, 2019 
